
FWinc Volunteering Policy

1. Purpose  

Funny Wonders Inc. (FWinc), as an organisation, aims to provide opportunities for people to 
experience and participate in creative arts in a supportive, safe environment. FWinc wants to involve 
volunteers to improve the capacity and outreach of our activities. The purpose of this policy is to aid 
the involvement of volunteers and to ensure that FWinc is an enjoyable and responsible organisation 
with whom to volunteer.  

2. Scope  

This Policy applies to all members and associates of FWinc, especially those currently/actively 
volunteering with FWinc and to those being recruited as volunteers.

3. Definitions  

A volunteer is a person who performs or offers to perform a service voluntarily and without pay. 

A volunteering role is a position which volunteers can fill within the organisation. It is described in 
terms of responsibilities, activities, with whom, when, where and for how long. 

Duty of care is a common law duty to take reasonable care to avoid harming others. 

4. Statement  

FWinc has a duty-of-care towards its volunteers. FWinc aims to protect its volunteers from risks to 
their health and safety and wishes to provide a safe and enjoyable environment in which to volunteer. 

All FWinc volunteers are covered by the FWinc Employer’s Liability Insurance Policy – for details please
ask the Project Manager. 

FWinc will recruit volunteers in accordance with the FWinc Equal Opportunities, FWinc Recruitment & 
Selection and FWinc Data Protection & Confidentiality policies.

5. Legislation  

Volunteers do not have a contract of employment and so do not have the same rights as an employee 
or worker. The Equality Act 2010 and the Employment Rights Act 1996 do not apply to volunteers. 
However, FWinc operates under best-practice and extends the same equality and safety protections to 
its volunteers. For more information, see the FWinc Equal Opportunities Policy. 

Volunteers have exactly the same rights as a member of staff when it comes to data protection 
legislation. Please see the FWinc Data Protection & Confidentiality Policy for more information. 

Volunteers are not automatically entitled to receive expenses and training and do not receive financial
payment or compensation for their work or sign a contract. 

5.1 Health and Safety at Work Act 1974   
This says organisations with five or more employees must have a written health and safety policy 
but recommends all organisations to have one. Furthermore, under this Act, organisations have a 
duty of care to their volunteers and an obligation to protect them, including exposure to 
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emotional harm or risks to their mental health. Volunteers can expect the same level of 
commitment to their own health and safety as any staff employee and should be included in the 
health and safety policy. This can include: including their roles and actions in risk assessments; 
giving them the right information; training; personal protective equipment; and supervision. 

5.2 Protection from Harassment Act 1997  
This act was introduced to stop stalking but also addresses harassment in the workplace and can 
be applied to volunteers. 

5.3  Employers’ Liability (Compulsory Insurance Regulations) 1998 (& Employers’ Liability (Compulsory 
Insurance) Act 1969)
Employers in Great Britain have a duty under these to have employers’ liability insurance for no 
less than £5m. This insurance must cover liability for accidents, disease or injury to an employee 
due to negligence or breach of health and safety law by the employer. Employees, workers, 
apprentices and some trainees must be insured under this cover, but there is no duty to insure 
volunteers. Although this legislation doesn’t force organisations to insure volunteers, it is 
advisable for organisations to do this. Organisations should make sure that volunteers are covered 
by their employers’ liability insurance or under similar terms in their public liability policy. This 
means that organisations should specifically tell their insurer that they work with volunteers.

5.4 The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999   
These regulations say employers must do risk assessments that look at potential risks to their 
employees and others who may be affected by their activities which would include volunteers. If 
they have five or more employees, these assessments must be written. Organisations without any 
paid staff are not required to do risk assessments. However, the duty of care would not be fulfilled
if the organisation has not carried out risk assessments. 

5.5 Benefits  
People are allowed to volunteer while claiming state benefits, including means-tested benefits 
such as jobseeker’s allowance (JSA), incapacity benefit, income support, employment and support 
allowance (ESA), and Universal Credit. A person can volunteer as many hours as they like while 
they are in receipt of benefits, as long as they keep to the rules for getting them. If the volunteer 
is in receipt of government benefits, it is the responsibility of the volunteer to inform their 
Benefits Office that they are volunteering: FWinc is not obliged to do this. 

If the volunteer has been declared ‘unfit for work’, is the responsibility of the volunteer to inform 
their reviewer: FWinc is not obliged to do this. FWinc does not want the activities undertaken 
whilst fulfilling the volunteering role to be detrimental to their health or postpone their return to 
fitness. FWinc may therefore request a health screening to make sure that the volunteer is fully 
capable to fully carry out their volunteering role with no negative consequences. If there are 
detrimental effects to their health, FWinc may either restrict volunteering hours or change the 
volunteering role.

People who receive disability benefits can volunteer. The Social Security (Incapacity for Work) 
(General) Regulations 1995 and the Employment and Support Allowance Regulations 2013 put 
volunteering in the category of ‘exempt work’, meaning that claimants are allowed to carry it out.

People who receive universal credit (UC) are entitled to volunteer. There is not a time limit on 
volunteering, but there is a limit on how much of the volunteering is seen as work search activity. 
People must leave enough time for the rest of their work search hours, which may limit how much 
time they can spend volunteering. 
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6. Volunteers Agreement  

The relationship between FWinc and its volunteers is entirely voluntary and does not imply any 
contract. It is important, however, that FWinc is able to maintain its standards of service and that its 
volunteers enjoy making their contribution to FWinc. The Volunteers Agreement is a document 
outlining the arrangement between FWinc and its volunteers. FWinc ask all volunteers to comply with 
the FWinc Volunteers Agreement. This is not a contract and is not to be signed although FWinc require 
all volunteers to sign to say they have read the Volunteers Agreement. Any volunteer who is deemed to
not keep to the Volunteers Agreement is subject to the FWinc Complaints Procedure and may be asked 
to stop volunteering with FWinc. 

7. Recruitment  

FWinc will recruit volunteers in accordance with the FWinc Recruitment & Selection, FWinc Equal 
Opportunities and the FWinc Screening Policies. 

8. Induction   

Successful applicants will undergo our Induction and Training Scheme which involves the following:

 Introduction to FWinc – history, activities, performances etc
 Volunteering Role
 Volunteers Agreement
 FWinc Policies and Procedures
 Membership
 Contact details of FWinc Officers 
 Training in the “FWinc Way”
 Training required as outlined in the Volunteering Role
 Support and Mentoring
 Review
 Experience of the FWinc Youth Group (if applicable)
 Experience of the Buxton Puppet Festival (if applicable)

9. Training  

Volunteers will receive training which is directly necessary for their volunteering role. Volunteers will 
receive no unnecessary training; training that is above and beyond the volunteering role. 

Volunteers may take other training but FWinc will not provide it. Volunteers taking other training may 
not do so under the premise of doing it through/for the organisation; it must be independent to FWinc.

10. Support and Mentoring  

FWinc recognise the need for a support network. FWinc aims to allocate each volunteer a fellow 
volunteer and/or a worker as a peer mentor who should be a point of contact, support and guidance 
when needed and to discuss any problems or issues, should they arise. 

11. Membership & Fees  

Volunteers must pay an annual membership fee to be covered by the insurance policy. 

FWinc asks volunteers to cover the cost of their DBS check, if required and not funded as part of a 
project, and their t-shirt, if they take one to keep. Volunteers are welcome to pay the full annual 
membership fees. 
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FWinc t-shirts should only be worn at FWinc activities. 

12. Transportation  

FWinc request volunteers to make use of public transport where it is available, unless its use results in
considerable inconvenience, expense or if it is not a viable option due to a disability or other practical
need, such as transporting kit. If a car is driven as part of the volunteering role, for example 
transporting FWinc members, it is the responsibility of the volunteer to declare it to their car 
insurance company. 

FWinc will aim to reimburse volunteers for journeys made whilst volunteering, where the project 
budget allows. This is not always possible, so should be checked with the Project Manager or Financial 
Director in advance.

13. Expenses  
13.1 Out-Of-Pocket (OOP) Expenses  

FWinc will reimburse volunteers for any items purchased for the organisation for which they had 
prior agreement from the Project Manager or Financial Director to do so. OOP expenses include 
postage, phone calls, stationery, printing, photocopying etc or anything which has a cash value. A 
FWinc OOP Expenses Form must be fully completed (including attaching all receipts) and given to 
the Project Manager. 

13.2 Travel Expenses  
A FWinc Travel Expenses Form must be completed and given to the Project Manager with 
appropriate tickets. For car journeys, fuel receipts are not required however the length (in miles)
of the journey must be demonstrated using a measurable map tool. 

FWinc will reimburse volunteers travelling via bus or train or any other method of public 
transport a standard fare or reduced price ticket as an OOP expense: a receipt/ticket is necessary
and required. FWinc will not reimburse volunteers for carrying passengers. If for a funded project
or contracted work, FWinc will reimburse volunteers travelling via car for fuel for the shortest, 
most direct route at the rate of 45p per mile (this applies for the first 10,000miles, then reduces 
to 25p). FWinc will reimburse volunteers travelling via motorcycle for fuel for the shortest, most 
direct route at a rate of 24p per mile. FWinc will reimburse volunteers travelling via bicycle for 
the shortest, most direct route at a rate of 20p per mile. For non-funded projects, FWinc will 
reimburse volunteers when possible at as high a rate as possible up to but not above the rates 
stated above. 

13.3 Other Expenses  
FWinc will not reimburse volunteers for subsistence (food or drink) consumed while volunteering 
or for the cost of care for dependants including children whilst they are volunteering unless 
previously agreed to and FWinc is financially able to. 

14. Volunteers Leaving FWinc  

Volunteers are free to leave their volunteering role at any time but request that due notice is given so 
to not impact the delivery of any scheduled activity. 

Volunteers must return any equipment or items which belong to FWinc and their t-shirt if it wasn’t 
paid for.

15. Implementation of this Policy  

All volunteers and adults in a supervisory or supporting role within FWinc will be made aware of this 
policy, the content of this policy and the procedures outlined within it. 
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The processes of volunteer recruitment, induction and training must be recorded for each volunteer 
with documents kept according to the FWinc Data-Protection and Confidentiality Policy.

All FWinc Volunteers must receive a copy of the Volunteers Agreement and of their Volunteering Role. 
This Policy will be available at permanent premises used by FWinc and on the FWinc website. 

16. Responsibilities  

It is the responsibility of the FWincVO (Volunteering Officer) to oversee the implementation and 
review of this policy; to oversee the volunteer recruitment, induction and training processes of 
volunteers; and to ensure volunteers and their mentors are happy with each other and to arrange 
alternative support if there are problems. 

17. Complaints  

Complaints regarding the procedures or handling of the procedures mentioned in this Policy, the Policy
itself or any other matter should follow the FWinc Complaints Procedure outlined in the FWinc 
Complaints Policy.

18. Review  

This Policy will be reviewed by the FWinc Board of Directors annually or as-and-when issues arise. 

19. External Contacts  

Volunteering England: http://www.volunteering.org.uk/

20. Policy History  

First version adopted 8th July 2010
Re-formatted May 2011
Readopted Oct 2011
Amended Sept 2012
Readopted Oct 2012
Amended and readopted Nov 2013
Amended and readopted Oct 2014
Amended and readopted Oct 2015
Readopted Nov 2016
Readopted Oct 2017
Readopted Oct 2018
Amended and readopted Oct 2019
Amended Oct/Nov 2020 and readopted Nov 2020
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